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THE BG NEWS
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ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Illegal immigrants and apologies

October 12,2007
Volume 102. Issue 38
WWWBGNEWSCOM

By Tim Sampson

Campus Crime
Alert

City Editor

Girl gets assaulted outside
Offenhauer; suspect at
large | Page 2

Habitat for
Humanity
sponsors Box City
Annual event begins
tomorrow to raise awareness on homelessness
while having fun in the

"Catch an Illegal Immigrant
Day" was the elephant in the
room at last night's immigration debate between the Latino
Student Union and the College
Republicans.
The debate between threemember panels from each
organization focused on historical, economic and legal issues
related to America's immigration
policy. But when the floor was

opened to questions, the evening
quickly returned to the College
Republican's controversial event
from last spring
During "Catch an Illegal
Immigrant Day," members of the
College Republicans dressed in Tshirts labeling them illegal immigrants. Prizes were given to those
who "caught" them and returned
them to a chicken-wire pen outside the Union.
Members of LSU came during
the middle of the April 19 event
to protest.
Last night's debate was meant

I apologize that people were offended, but
I won't apologize for what we did, because we
did not intend for it to be offensive."
Dan Lipian | President of College Republicans

to formally bury the hatchet
between the two organizations,
but members of the audience
were quick to bring discussion
back to last spring's event.
"Catch an Illegal Immigrant
Daywasdehumanizing," said one
member of the audience who said

the College Republicans should
apologize to the campus for their
actions.
Panelist Dan Lipian. chair of
the College Republicans, said
during the debate that hi' did
express regret to several I.SU
leaders following "Caichan Illegal

process | Page J

Everything you need to
know about Ohio's largest
amusement park | Page 7

He Said/She Said
on decision making
Men and women are both
fed up with always
| PageS

Quality standards
are not being met
on imported goods
China-made toys coated
in lead paint are
sacrificing safety for
profit margins | Page 4

Show some
smoker's

DEVINELY DEVICIOUS
TEES TAKE ON BG
University senior and alumni see success in T-shirt business
based design company. They both had an intention of starting a T-shirt company, but knew it
would be too hectic to do alone.
When Micah Lindenberger and Matt Taylor were
Taylor said the collaboration was perfect.
pursuing college degrees at the University and
"We have slightly different designs, but we got
working together in Toledo, they had no idea their together and everything worked out great," Taylor
dream about starting a T-shirt company would said.
come true.
The name Devicious came from the words "deliIn July 2007, partners Lindenberger and Taylor cious" and "vicious." They wanted to create their
started Devicious, a T-shirt design company that own word, and Devicious was a mix between
offers an array of urban and trendy T-shirts.
the two. Lindenberger and Taylor were both VCT
Taylor, an alumni of the University and majors.
Linderberger, a senior, graduating in the summer
See DEVICIOUS | Page 2
of 2008, met working at Verso Group, a ToledoBy Chrli Sojka
Reporter

etiquette
Clouds of smoke right
outside buidlings is
inconsiderate to some
non-smokers | Page 4

Falcons vs.
RedHawks
Football team travels
to Oxford hoping to
rebound from last week's
loss | Page 9

Where is the best place
in Bowling Green to buy
groceries?
DEVICIOUSLY YOURS: Devtcious. whose T-shirt designs are modeled above, derived its name from the words "delicious" and "VICIOUS." aiming to create its own word.
Owners Micah Lindenberger. senior and Matt Taylor, alumni, hope to make Devicious into a serious career.

By Amanda Gill.i
Reporter

"Meijerl because I like
their express checkout."
|Pag«4
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TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 58, Low 37

>w
TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 63. Low: 37

k

By Tim Sampson
City Editor

A local congressional candidate is accusing his opponent of
attempting to make a political
attack against his wife.
State Rep. Hob
Latta, R-Bowllng
Green, held a
press conference
yesterday at the
Wood
County
Court House to
denounce the
campaign
of
Bob Latta
State Sen. Steve
State Rep.
Buehrer, R-Delta,
R - Bowling
for requesting
Green
information from
the Universit]
relating to his wife, a University
employee.
Latta accused the Buehrer
campaign of seeking the information in order to make personal attacks against his wife,
Marcia Latta, the director of
development at the University.
"(Buehrer'sl tired of hitting
me for a few days, now he's goi ng
after my wife," Latta said.
But lim Banks, a spokesman for
Buehrer's campaign. Said I .at la's
accusations are out of line.
Buehrer's campaign is only
gathering information from
the University to respond to a
recent Latta campaign ad that
links the senator to convicted
Republican fundraiser and former University Trustee Tom
Noe. Banks said.
The 30-second television spot
said Buehrer received $7,979 in
funds from Noe
But Banks said the ad fails
to mention Latta also received
funds from Noe, and that
both candidates donated the
money to the Safety Council of
Northwest Ohio after Noe's illegal fundraising tactics became
publicly known.
Banks said the campaign is
only seeking information related to the representative and not
his wife, emphasizing that all
the Information being sought is
public record.
See LATTA | Page 12

Can you tell me how to get, how to get to Myles Baker Street?

AMBER TWEEDIE
Junior,
Marketing

I

See DEBATE | Page 2

Latta
denounces
Buehrer's
tactics j

One tank trip:
Cedar Point

making plans for the date

Immigrant Day" shortly after it
happened.
"I'll apologize that people were
offended, hut I won't apologize
for what we did because we did
not intend for it to IK- offensive,"
Lipian said.
"Catch an Illegal Immigrant
Day" was meant to be provocative and draw attention, said
fellow College Republican and
panelist Brian Kutzley during the
formal debate.
Kutzley started to explain

With floor tiles like wafer cookies
and walls resembling a chocolate cake, walking into the sweetsmelling atmosphere of Myles
Baker Street is enough to make
anyone's mouth water.
The shop, located on 434 E.
Wooster St., next to Diary Queen,
has just the treat for any starving sweet tooth. Owned by Pastry
Chef Meredith Myies-Valle, the
bakery has an assortment of desserts ranging from scones, cupcakes, cookies, cheesecakes and
custom designed cakes.
The shop offers not only what
lines the glass cases but also customized orders for just about any

occasion ranging from school
parties, office meetings, weddings and other celebrations.
"We make everything including our chocolate right here in
the shop," Myles-Valle said, "and
everything is made to be customizable."
The hand frosted pumpkin
cookies, plump sticky buns and
mini tarts line the glass dessert
cases, waiting to be devoured by
dessert lovers alike. With most of
the customers being day-to-day
consumers, most of the baked
goods possesses a limited shelf
life, making the prices affordable
for any wallet.
Rotating the menu four times
a year, the shop has a new line of
seasonal treats for the fall includ-

ing Pumpkin spice lattes. frosted
Halloween sugar cookies and
pumpkin and cinnamon mousse
cakes.
New on the bakery menu this
year are the lunch options for
those looking for something less
sugary and sweet than a dessert. The cafC style options consist of two different soups per
week, fresh salads and stuffed
baguettes.
"it's a different kind of lunch
option than you'll find anywhere
else," Myles-Valle said about the
new lunch line. "We offer something for those looking for more
than just sweet."
To go along with the delicious
See BAKERY | Page 2

EMOCHWUI THfBGNfWS

GOT A SWEET TOOTH?: Myles Baker Street, located ne« to Dairy Queen on 454 E
Wooster St. is now featuring seasonal treats, such as Pumpkin spice lattes.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BAKERY

BLOTTER

"I always had an
interest in pastries and

From Page 1
desserts and new lunch menu,
then? is an assortmem <»t bever
ages in quench onels thirst lo
match any of the sweet pastries,
Myles brews several fresh coffees mi a daily basis and olfcr>,
several styles of specialty coffees
including espressos, cappuccinos,
mil lattes. And lor the nun roller
drinkers, Myles also offers several
fountain drinks including Pepsi
products,
Opened si\ days a week, from
5:30a.m. until5 p.m. on Mondays
and (I pin. on iuesdaj through
Saturdays, customers -uui sin
dents alike can lind not only an
affordable bite of food at the bakery, but a relaxing atmosphere as
well.
Myles employee Kristin Dul.i
said, othei than the delicious
foods, Id sa\ that the customers love tin- atmosphere here.
Hveryone who works here is so
friendly anil we love to talk with
mi customers."
Lisa Wilbur, a first time cus
lomer, liked the variety the shop
offered and the laid back atmosphere.
"In other coffee shops It's so
busy, you can't find a seal or even
i oncentrate," Wilbui said when
asked to compare Myles to other
commercialized coffee shops and
bakeries.
in agreemeni with Wilbur, Hob
Warren also found the shop to

CORRECTION
POLICY
CfTOfS.
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Rep Bob Latta. R-Bowling Geen.
th printed and
i
I
" >m his
opponent. State Sen. Steve Buehrer.
R-Delta Lattascomr.
only to printed matin
si ited
: broadcast advertisements mentioned
. ites on a 19''- I
• the vote were
nlym printed n

WEDNESDAY

I happened to use my

9:39 A.M.
Juvenile assault reported at a
Kenwood Elementary School on
Kenwood Avenue.

skills in art with food.
I really enjoy doing
what I do..."

PH0I0S PROVIDED BY DEVICIOUS

MODEL POSE: Left, a T-shirt design
from Devicious. Above. Devicious' logo

/.ner
oiler "more ol a variety than
any other in town." Warren,
who visited the shop before,
said he likes the feeling of home
he nets when he is enjoying his
purchase,
Celebrating its one-year
anniversary in October, the
shop began as an idea for
Mylcs-Vallc's graduate thesis Graduating from the Art
Institute of Chicago with a
degree in fine arts, Myles-Valle
went on to make her love for art
and pastries into a reality.
"I always had an interest
in pastries and I happened to
use my skills in art with food.''
Myles-Valle said, "I really enjoy
doing what I do; being able to
dei orate on a daily basis.'1
So for those who have not
yet found what satisfies their
sweet tooth or need a relaxing
gel away close to home, Myles
is just the place, according to

Dula
"Between the coffee, the food
and the atmosphere, it's a winning comhination." she said.

DEBATE
From Page 1

DEVICIOUS
From Page 1

I earning several visual communication programs in courses on campus helped with the
whole process of designing Tsliirts.
Taylor said he has been interested in visual communications since high school. While
he also really liked painting
and drawing, he knew VCT
would 1M' more profitable.
Both Taylorandl.indenbergcr
believe Deviciotis is going well,
and they have been pretty successful thus far. But they are
considering this project far
from fun and games and they
are trying to expand.
"This is not a hobby,"
l.indenberger said. "We are
trying to make a career out of
this."
As of right now, Devicious is
busy designing a new T-shirt as
well as thinking about ideas for
wallets, belts, vinyl wall graphics and a hoodie for the winter,
l.indenberger said they are trying to have a new line of clothing for even," season, and add
new products as the company
grows.
According to l.indenberger,
the Murderers and Sheep
T-shirts are the most popular among the men and the

that alter years of attempting to hand out literature
on immigration, the College
Republicans wanted to do
something more "fun." But
upon uttering the word "fun,"
Kutzlej was cut off mid-senii-m e In jeers and laughter
lo the U.S.
from the audience.
One of the other major topics
Prior to the question and
answer, the debate focused on was how border security conseveral key issues relating to tributes to preventing terrorism.
During the debate, l.ipian
immigration.
\AI TA was a major area ol read oil a number of incidents in
which U.S. authorities arrested
disscussion.
Mike rhorough, one of the suspected terrorists attempting
I.SII panelists, said it was to enter the U.S. from Mexico.
Although the debate itself
hypocritical of the United
States to freelj move money focused on these and other
anios. the holder, but not issues, five of the sewn audience
allow laborers to come across questions related to "Catch an

l.ightbulb T-shirt is wry popular among the women.
Both of these designs, along
with manyothers,can be found
online at Deviciotts.com.
When coming up with
designs for shirts, they are
constantly looking to see what
other designers are doing. They
see what is popular with people
and get creative by puttingtheir
Own twists into them.
l.indenberger said they discuss a lot of random thoughts
and ideas to come up with the
designs.
"It's like writing music. If we
don't like it. we don't add it,"
l.indenberger said.
Along with the Web site, Tshirls are also available to purchase at C.B.C.B.'s, a clothing
store in downtown Bowling
Green.
C.B.C.B.'s aims to create and
fulfill the demand for new and
established brands that influence and inspire. They carry
independent lines, as well as
clothes from local and recognized designers.
Taylor believes having
Devicious clothing for sale at
C.B.C.B.'s is great and fits the
store's independent initiative
perfectly.
Devicious clothing has been
in C.B.C.B.'s for a few weeks
now. and owner Conell Benton
believes they are doing really

Illegal Immigrant Day."
I.SU
panelist
Christina
Gutierrez said she was glad the
issue came up during the question and answer, but regretted
that it was so one-sided against
the College Republicans.
"I was disappointed how the
Q&A went," Gutierrez said. "I
wish it had focused more on the
issues we discussed."
But Timothy Messer-Kruse,
the chair of the l-.thnic Studies

well so far.
"I like what I have seen with
Devicious," Benton said. "I plan
to continue working with them
in the future."
For just getting their name
out, Devicious has been selling
a good amount of the sheep
and murderers T-shirts, as well
as a good amount of buttons.
A manager at C.B.C.B.'s. Petee
Hood thinks they are doing
well, too.
"They are doing really good,"
Hood said. "They are unique
and I love their style; you can
wear their clothes with anything."
In the future, Devicious will
have more T-shirts and accessories at C.B.C.B.'s.
Their slogan, "T-shirts for
the urban species," is directed
toward their target audience:
older high school and college
students.
Recently, Devicious made a
Spanish clothing blog. Their
Web site is spreading to places
all over the world.
I.indenbergerbelievesgetting
the Devicious name out will
help the business immensely.
"We have high expectations,"
Linderberger said. "We are
trying to surpass Shamplade
I a not her T-shirt company from
BowlingGreenl and have some
celebrities wear our line of
clothing."

Department and the moderator
of last night's event felt the evening was successful overall.
T think both sides treated
issues with thought and consideration," Messer-Kruse said.
"Passions ran high during the
question and answer, but that's
only natural because it's less
controlled than the rest of the
debate."
Editor's note: Kiilzhy is « roliunnist for TlwBG News.

9:45 A.M.
Two spare tires are reported stolen from a Jeep Liberty parked
at Bowling Green Jeep Eagle on
North Main Street.
2:13 P.M.
Apartment reported broken into
on Seventh Street.
3:51 P.M.
A Spare tire was reported stolen
on Monday from a vehicle parked
on Ninth Street.
6:43 P.M.
Juveniles reported to be on the
roof of Ben Franklins on South
Main Street.

t

ONLINE: Go lo bgnewscom for the
complete blotter list

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Female student
assaulted
outside Offenhauer
A University student reported being
assaulted recently. University Police Chief
Jim Wieoand announced in a campus
crime alert yesterday
The student told poke she bad |ust
brushed parking bet cai m Lot 7 in the
early morning hours when she heard
another car doa dose. When she crossed
Merry Street, she told police she was
attacked by an unknown man who puled
her hair, struck her in the face and body
"several tunes.' according to an e-mail sent
to University students. The student eventually escaped after fighting back
University police describe the suspect
as being a white man and between 5 foot
11 refies and 6 feet tall with an average
burld The victim told police he smelled
slrghth/ of alcohol
University poke are investigating the
incident Yesterday's enme alert was the
second this semester
Anyone with information about the
enme is urged to contact the poke at
419-572-2546

Senior Portraits Next Week!!
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Senior Portraits
taken at

* the Student
11
\jnion

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2008 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Make an appointment by calling 372-8086.

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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GETALIFE

Box City reveals homeless problem in BG
By Kelly Mm
Reporter
Box City, an annual event sponsored hy Habitat for Humanity,
will take place at Mae Beach
lomorrovv to raise local awareness of homelessness and poverty.
The event cost $5 and students and community members
are welcome to an unlimited
amount of boxes in which they
can build a creative house to
sleep in for the night.
A box judging will be held
tomorrow where Habitat for
Humanity members view each

house and give prizes to the best
and most creative. In the past,
box trailers, box mansions, tunnel houses, tents and teepees
have all been made out of the
boxes.
Food will be provided from
local businesses and BG Radio
will be supplying music and
many games such as cornhole,
hillbilly golf, frisbee and football
will be played throughout the
night.
This
year,
a
Habitat
Homeowner will come speak
to give a first-hand account of
how Habitat has helped them
and how important it is lo spread

awareness on poverty, even in
such a small area as Wood or
Uicas County, Habitat President
Diane Schwab said.
Schwab, senior, hopes Box
City will give participants an
idea and a fresh perspective
on what being homeless is like,
while having a little fun.
"Box City is sponsored by
Habitat to raise awareness and
to assimilate homelessness by
living in boxes," she said. "Our
hopes arc people will actually
know we are raising awareness
on homelessness, but having fun
See BOX CITY | Page 12

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some event! uton from events bguipdu

8 d.m. -2 pm
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olsc.imp

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Chronology of Human
Relationships
Gallery Space Union

10:50 a m - '2 p.m.
Kathy Buckley Comedy
Show
lOUOIscamp

LIFE IN A BOX: Habitat for Humanity is sponsoring the Boi City event, where students
can build a box house to live m for one night

3:30 am.
Tea Time ■ Joe Miser
121B Fine Arts Center

The cause of high prices

DUO PLAYS FUNKY MUSIC

for University groceries

Edgar Meyer and Mike Marshall provide classical tunes for students
ByT.innenGli.itM
Reporter

Convenience store distributor increases costs
ByRy.inSiilliv.-ii
Reporter

"We are not a
grocery store, but a

When students go into one of the
University's three convenience
stores, they can often be heard
complaining about prices.
What most students don't
realize is they would be hard
pressed to find a better deal at
any of the other convenience
stores close to campus.
The
three convenience
stores on campus are Chily's,
temptations, and Kravings.
The reason the prices are
high is because the school uses
a convenience store distributor
instead of one specializing in
grocery. Gail I'inan, director of
University Dining Services said.
"We are not a grocery store,
but a convenience store, Pinan
said, "We don't have the buying
power."
Most other universities have
convenience stores the size of
Kravings, David Maley, assistant director of operations for
University Dining Services,
said.
When you go off campus the
prices aren't much different and
in some cases are actually more
expensive then on campus.
'Even though prices are set by
the individual stores, they tend
to run about the same no matter what convenience store you
goto,
"Prices are suggested by distributors." said Lauren Tobul,
one of the owners of Quarters.
"We try to keep it close or competitive [to other stores)."
What the on and off campus
convenience stores can't do,
however, is compete in prices
with grocery and super-stores
such as Kroger, Meijer and WalMart.
Because of their ability to buy
products in large quantities,
most manufactures are willing
to offer discounts for buying in
bulk, thus giving these larger
stores a competitive advantage
in pricing. This allows supermarkets to offer the same product available at convenience

convenience store.
We don't have the
buying power."
Gail Finan | Dining Services
stores for cheaper.
Chily's, the oldest of the three
convenience stores on campus, was originally started in
Kreischer where the store room
is now and got their name
because they sold Cincinnati
style chili.
Not long after their first opening, they expanded and started
carrying smaller items, quickly
becoming popular enough to
phase out the chili entirely and
moved to their current location
in Commons next to the dining
center.
With the success of Chily's.
University Dining Services soon
decided to add Temptations,
in Offenhauer, and Kravings.
located in Pounders.
Finan was quick to point out
Chily's doesn't keep their profit
because the money filters back
into the University. She said
Chily'shasthesameexpensesas
off campus stores, such as energy, paying the employees and
paying rent to the University.
Dining Services also has to
give its remaining profit to the
University General Charge,
which is used to pay for school
services. The University tells
them how to divvy that up.
Some of the money from
this fund goes to the National
Merit scholarship. University
Dinning Services contributed
over S 100,000 last year.
"It's no free ride for us, but
a break even business," said
Maley. "I'Phe stores] are not
designed to make a profit."
The campus convenience
See FOOD I Page 12

*

renowned artists."

Tak* Interstate 75 to Exit 181
Turn Eaat onto Wooster St.
Left on to Campbell HID Road

Saturday November 10°', 12:00p.m.

$100 Buy In, No Rebuys Or Add Ons
Saturday November 1&", 6:00p.m.
$50 Buy In, Rebuys $25
Sunday November 11", 12:00p.m. ^^.
$80 Buy In, Rebuys $40

BGSU has been selected as one
of only a handful of campuses to
participate in a study conducted by the
Nation Association of College Stores.
which hopes to evaluate what products
should be offered at campus stores
Students are encouraged by the
University Bookstore to participate in
the online survey which can be found
on their hompage Oct. 15-0ct 26.
One participating BGSU student
will win $100 and $500 will be awarded
lo one student from the pool of participating campuses

<

Tuesday, October 23
Multipurpose Room in the Union
9:00 pm to I 1:30 pm

Proceeds benefit the
WoQd County Humane Society

Bowling Green Elks Club
200 Campbell Hill Road
Bowling Green, OH 43402

nity interest, it is a real pleasure
to present them."
When choosingartists for the
series, Fleitz said the advisory
board, consisting of students,
retired professors, faculty and
citizens of the community, artmost concerned about getting
a good representation of the
community and college.
"Last year I went to a Festival
Series concert and it was great,
so now I always look to see
who they are having perform.."
sophomore Katie Miller said. "It
is nice because each concert is
always a different music style
than the last concert."
Students can buy tickets at
the student rush price of SIO
tonight until 7:30 p.m. at the
Moore Musical Arts Center Box
Office.
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
inKobackerllall.

CAMPUS
BRIEF

EUCHRE
II/UIVIV/I/'ICIVI;
TOURNAMENT!

2:/ TOURNAMENT
November Kf1 and 11th

Union Theater

Dr. Richard Kennell | Dean of the College of Musical Arts
"Short Trip Home" with violinist loshua Bell and musician
Sam Bush in 1999 and performed at the 2000 Grammy
Awards when the album was
nominated for Best Classical
Crossover.
"Meyer and Marshall are
well known in bluegrass and
the concert should be really
fun and funky," Deborah l-'leitz,
director of public events, said.
Meyer and Marshall are the
second musicians this yeaT performing as part of the College
of Musical Arts Festival Series.
Throughout the year six concerts will beheld.
"The artists that perform as
part of the Festival Series are
quality world renowned artists," Dr. Richard Kennell, dean
of College of Musical Arts, said.
"We feel these artists have both
a large campus and commu-

316 Union

9:50-11 pi"Ratatouille"

Festival Series are quality world

XT£
"1

Executive MOD Fall 2007

'The artists that perform as part of the

Tickets are still available for
tonight's Festival Series concert featuring the funky classical duo, Edgar Meyer and
Mike Marshall.
Bassist, Meyer and mandolin player, Marshall, have been
at the forefront of American
instrumental string music for
over 20 years and are respected
by critics and audiences for
their versatile and imaginative
approach to music.
Meyer is a recording artist for Sony Classical Records
and was a 2002 recipient of
the MacArthur Foundation
Fellowship award.
The fellowship is awarded to
people in any field of study that
show promise and commitment to their work, the honor
is not a reward for past accomplishments.
Marshall is best known for
his acoustic experimentation
in different genres of music
including jazz, classical, bluegrass and lxitin.
The pair recorded the album

tV

5:30-10 pm

WINNERS

Sign up at the Union tables
from 11 am to 2 pm on
the following days:
Monday, Oct. 15
Vyj||
Tuesday, Oct. 16
.«
Wednesday, Oct. 17

receive gift certificates
to local vendors!

Thursday, oct. is
Frk a 0ct
j V'
w

Monday, Oct. 22

$5 registration fee at sign up
♦Cash, Check, or Credit Card accepted!
*Must sign up in advance at the tables!

Sunday November 11*. 9:00p.m.
$50 Buy In, No Rebuys
MUST M U mi hm» MM «MM« M UN MN

WCHS Information Booth and Baked Goods Sale

Sponsored by LMARIES Laundromat
This is a C&G Gaming Rentals Event
F-oi moi
ww*v I MAN lb S com

•■

Brought to you by the Wellness Connection
419-372-9355 or www.bgsu.edu/wellness

i i i.itioi i |." i'
AW* C.iii(lGt|.iriii"qi nt.iK ion

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
332-0717 • 445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412 • wwu.greenbriarrentals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™

FORUM

"ItS like a sleepover in a box." - Daniel Richardson,
senior, about Box City [see story, p. S]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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Where's the best place in Bowling Green to buy groceries?

"Wal-Mart, because

'On campus. -. You

"Meijer. It's really

"On campus. It's not

you get a better vari-

don't have to you use

cheaper, but it's not

ety of cereals."

your own money, you

close, they have good
prices."
BRANDON TRIPP.
Sophomore. Supply Cham
Management

CRYSTAL DAVIES,
Junior. Psychology

k

Have your own take on

my money

today's People On The

can use your parents'."
BRANDON ALLEN.
Sophomore. Criminal
Justice

JANELLE HUNTER.
Junior. Apparel Merdwndismg
and ftoduct Development

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
^
|

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Don't smoke near the doors
"The installment of
no-smoking areas,
with signs making
them easy to

Cheap imports, now with a
healthy dose of lead paint
"It is evident China is not meeting minimum
quality standards in place to keep Americans
safe. If it were just a few products then it
Americans buy in bulk.

Examples range from the
Louisiana Purchase to the
48-pack of toilet paper at the
grocery store. Nobody poops
enough to need 18 rolls of toilet
paper at once but the fact is,
even when it conies to toilet
paper, buying in bulk saves
money.
Spend less and get more.
Many companies have this
philosophy in mind when
they decide to outsource their
toy and trinket production to
China.
The Chinese toy machine
seems to be a gold mine.
Chump change goes in, cheap

toys come out. Companies rake
in cash while kids drool over
toys. Sunshine and lollipops for
everyone. That is. until parents
learn their kids are sucking on
lead.
Many companies are quickly
finding out you get what you
paid for. In this case they paid
for lead paint, lots of it.
Lead is dangerous to everyone, especially children.
According to VV'cbMD, it can
cause irreversible changes in
irritability, aggressiveness,
hyperactivity, learning ability
and growth in children. This
makes daily life risky for kids
that have a taste for paint chips
and a passion for licking walls.
There are ongoing efforts
to clean up areas where lead-

would be an annoyance, but with millions
being recalled it's inexcusable."
based paints have been used.
I he University, for example, just
received a S228.000 grant from
the ERA to help rid rural houses
in northwest Ohio of the lead
paint that has been caked on
them since their construction.
Keeping a kid's tongue off the
walls is one thing, keeping it
off of a toy is near impossible.
the discover) of lead paint
on toys from China sparked
widespread recalls starting last
summer and the recalls are still
increasing.
The Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC) lists
on their Web site there have
been nine recalls in only the
last eight days. Among the items
listed over the past week are
1.039.000 toys for children. All
from China. All in violation of
the federal lead paint standard.
As the recalls continue to pile
up, it becomes apparent lead
paint is being used on more
products than just toys.
The list includes 11,200 water
bottles, 150,000 journals and
bookmarks and 63,000 cups.
There are also 192,000 key
chains being recalled from
DollarGeneral with "hope"
engraved on them. As in, I
"hope" 1 don't get lead poisoning.
Over 1.6 million Cub Scout

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor.
■ E-mail us at thenewsCPbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

■ Call us at 419-J72-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phcpe: (419) 372-2606

totem badges are being
recalled, too. Congratulations
limmy, here's your totem badge
and a possibility of future brain
damage.
It is evident China is not
meeting minimum quality standards in place to keep
Americans safe. If it were just a
few products then it would be
an annoyance, but with millions being recalled it's inexcusable.
In September, the CBSC
reported the U.S. and China
made an agreement to improve
the safety of consumer products made in China and sold in
the U.S.
Whether this will result in
a safer product for Americans
is unknown. What is known is
Chinese manufacturing companies are as trustworthy as
brakes on a Bowling Green fire
truck. Lead paint is known to
be harmful, but was still used
on what would be an infant's
toy.
The situation is appalling
enough as it is and can only be
made worse if American companies continue to fund corner
cutting manufacturers in favor
of slightly higher profits.
According to the AFP, about
60 percent of the world's toys
are sporting the "Made in
China" label. If millions of
products are being recalled
today, how many should have
been recalled in the past?
It is impossible to know the
extent of the lead paint use or
how long it has been used, but
the next time someone asks me
if I ate paint chips as a kid, I can
say that I probably did.
Send resfmnses to this column
to tlienews®>l>gnews.com.

USA Today reports that 38.000
non-smokers die each year
from second hand smoke,
along with another 300.000
children who are forced to suffer t he effects of pneu moiiia,
asthma, ear infections and
bronchitis.
I myself do not smoke. I
do however get the effects
of inhaling about two cigarettes each day. I live in the
Mel )onald residence hall and
upon exiting the building 1
encounter, on average, about
live of my fellow students
smoking just outside the door.
I often find myself making
the remark if I were a smoker.
1 would end up saving a substantial amount of money on
cigarettes, because 1 could just
inhale everyone else's.
I don't have a problem with
the fact that people smoke, it
makes them about 10(1 percent
cooler and it's entirely their
choice. I do however, have a
problem with where people
smoke. It's always right outside
of t lie exits, right when' everyone has to go in order to go and
from place to place. NOW 1 realize that not all smokers smoke
right next to the exits, some are
actually considerate and smoke
away from masses of people,
and I thank them for that.

identify, would go
a long way towards
the satisfaction of
non-smokers."
But st il 11 here a re t hose who
are inconsiderate of others,
and prefer to blow smoke right
in their faces, lor these people
contributing lo the 38.000
deaths per year and 300,000
illnesses per year. I'll suggest
some possibilities.
Perhaps we could slarl
simply by having the smokers
move away from entry ways.
Now I realize this wouldn't
work, so perhaps a rule could
be created that prohibits smokers from standing right outside
of the doors.
I realize some may view this
as a bit unfair, so here is another proposal. Build an entirely
new residence hall, or designate one that already stands, as
a smokers only residence hall.
That way they could smoke
whenever they wanted without
upsetting non-smokers, and
they wouldn't have to stand
inside while holding there cigarettes outside the door because
of the cold temperatures. That

has happened by the way.
Two days after writing this
column I became aware of a
report by Patricia Alex in The
Record newspaper stating that
Bergen Community College
is expected to vote to ban
smoking on its entire 167 acre
campus. The article also stated
there are actually multiple colleges all over the country that
haw made the decision to ban
smoking on campus. I lowever.
most of the schools that made
this decision also happened
to be smaller colleges, often of
the community and commuter
variety.
I began to question whether
or not something like this
would work here at the
University. I came to the conclusion that no, it would not.
BGSU is a large campus where
smoking would easily "slip
through the cracks" if it were
not allowed. I do believe that
since an all smoking residence
hall seems like a far fetched
idea, that the installment of
no-smoking areas, with signs
making them easy to identify.
would go a long way towards

the satisfaction of non-smokers,
But until any action is taken.
I'll offer a simple plea to those
of you who smoke. Please don't
smoke right outside of every
door because I really don't
want to share your cigarettes
with vou.
Smd responses to this column

ID ihenewsSbptews.com.

What I learned in Beantown
TYIERSWORDEN GUEST COLUMNIST

Only a few fans from the
University made the trip last
weekend to Boston College for
football. While the result of the
game may be something we
should forget. I felt it was necessary to document the other similarities and differences between
our two schools.
Upon my arrival I'riday morning I was immediately greeted
with hospitality in the form of a
cold beverage, My friend, who
attends BC, provided sufficient
sleeping quarters, a plethora of
tailgaling food, a bevy of beverages and even free tickets to the
game.
Without providing vivid
details let's just say BC knows
how to have a good time when il
conies lo the weekends and tailgating. To some the atmosphere
could be considered debauchery fueled, full of malaise to the
point of no control, however, the
undergraduate student president (who I spoke to personally!
didn'l mind and resident advisors made rounds throughout
the weekend requiring students
to clean their patios in keeping
with a respectable representation of student life. Students
consistently obliged. Moreover,

MONDAY IN FORUM
Columns by David Busch and
Jeff Smith.

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR
CANDlCE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON, CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGCHJ. DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKL WEB EDITOR
KRISTEN MOONEY. COPY CHIEF
COLIN WILSON, SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSON, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
JORDAN FLOWER,PHOTO EDITOR

"As for food, the Eagle's Deli boasts as the
second best place to pig out, according
to the Travel Channel. This is certainly a
student hotspot much like Myles and Taco
Bell are in Bowling Green.
security checked IDs at the gate
(senior residencies! ensuring
everyone is of age.
Speaking of which. I was
asked for three forms of identification, including a credit card
(which I do not own! considering my license and school IDs
are oul of stale at a local liquor
store. I should feel flattered that
I'm 24 yet look 18. In the end
this is a good thing when taking
note that many places around
BG are known to not card students.
As for food, the Kagle's Deli
boasts as the second best placeto pig out, according to the
Travel Channel. This is certainly a student hotspot much
like Myles and Taco Bell are in
Bowling Green.
Surprisingly comhole is new
to DC I only found a couple
of games going on during my
visit, as opposed to BG where
the game is now an intraniur.il
sport, just another sign of our
society in decline.
As I entered the stadium for
the game Saturday, I found it
ironic that I was the only one
searched by police. Granted 1
was the only BG fan in the vicin-

ity.
During the game, one student asked me what Kentucky
is like and I just laughed. By
now I am used to lieing (virtually unknown! from small town
Bowing (ireen and competing
as a mid-major athletic program.
I lowever. BC fans are kind
and even forgiving. After the
game the consensus from students was that they were sorry
for me, but not in a rude or arrogant manner.
Before departing my host
friend and I attended a Mass
Sunday morning which to my
surprised was comprised of a
respectable amount of students.
finally, 1 must point out
that our hockey coach, Scon
Much, was an assistant at BC
before coming to BG. Moreover,
BC's current coach lerry York,
coached BG to their NCAA title
in 1984.1 lockey season starts
this weekend and it's too bad BC
is not on the schedule.
Swometi is a senior majoring in
journalism. Send responses to his
column to iltenewsWjgneii&com.
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Cleveland high school shooting
stumps officials
ByJo.Milici.
Associated Press

NAM€NAM£NAME I THE BG NSW
PULLED OFF THE SHELF: Parents need (o find a different cold remedy (or truer children

Cough medicines no longer
option for infants' ailments
By Lauran Necrgaard
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Drug makers
pulled cold medicines targeted for
babies and toddlers off the market
yesterday, leaving parents to find
alternatives for [lacking coughs
and runny little noses just as fall
sniffles get in full swing.
The move represented a preemptive strike by over-the-counter drug manufacturers — a week
before government advisers were
to debate the medicines' fate. But
it doesn't end concern about the
safety of these remedies for youngsters.
Yesterdays withdrawal includes
medicines aimed at children under
age 2, after the l-ood and Dnig
Administration and other health
groups reported deaths linked to
the remedies in recent years, primarily from unintentional overdoses.
A remaining question is whether
children under (i should ever take
these nonprescription drugs.
Baltimore city officials filed a
petition with the IDA — joined
by the Maryland chapter of the
American Academy of Pediatrics
and prominent pediatricians
around the country — arguing that
oral cough and cold medicines
don't work in children so young,
and pose health risks not just for
babies but for preschoolers, too,
"Pediatricians an' taught these
products don't work and may
not he safe. \vl almost every par
ent uses them.'' slid Dr. loshua
Sharfstein, Baltimore's health
commissioner and a pediatrician,

who blames ads that overpromise
relief.
The challenge, he says, will be to
convince parents to try old-fashioned methods, like suctioning out
infants' noses or using salt-water
nose drops.
"If you can actually pull a boogcr
out with a suction device, people
can feel better." Sharfstein said.
The Consumer I lealthcare
Products Association announced
yesterday that manufacturers
were voluntarily ending sales of
over-the-counter oral cough and
cold pmducts aimed at infants.
The list includes infant drops sold
under the leading brand names
Dimetapp. IWiacare, Kobitussin,
Iriaminic, little Colds, and versions oflylenol that contain cough
and cold ingredients.
(:VS Caremark Corp. added that
it would also end sales of CVSbrand equivalents,
"It's Important to point out
that these medicines are safe and
effective when used as directed, and most parents are using
them appropriately.'' slid Iinda
Suydam. president of the industry
trade group.
The American Academy of
I'ediatrics disagrees. It said, in general, the dnigs shouldn't lie used
for colds in small children.
"This is not a situation in which
|Mtlialric data are lacking and we
are unable to Say one way or the
other," Dr. lay Berkelhamer, the
academy's national president,
WTOte the PDA last month. In
multiple studies, they have "been
found not to lx' effective in this
population at all."

CLEVE1 AND— Despite 26 security cameras, officials couldn't say
yesterday how an anned, suspended 14-year-old student was
able to get into his downtown
school a day earlier and shoot
two students and two teachers
before killing himself.
School officials also were
investigating how a number of
warning signs from the troubled
student, including threats made
last week, apparently went
unheeded.
Police were checking surveillance video yesterday for clues
as to how Asa II. Coon, armed
with two revolvers, was able to
enter the SuccessTech Academy
alternative school. Mice Chief
Michael McGrath said a classmate could have let him in a
back door.
Coon was a new student at
the school, but the district has
a dossier on past problems. I le
had mental health problems,
spent time in two juvenile facilities and was suspended from
school last year for attempting
to harm a student, according to
juvenile court records.
1 le had been suspended for a
Monday fight, but students said
officials had done nothing about
threats he had made last week
to blow up the school and stab
students.
"1 told my friends in the class
that he bad a gun and stuff."

"I told my friends in

Rasheem Smith | Student

Hasheem Smith, If), said yesterday on CBS's "Karly Show."
"We talked to the principal. She
would try to get us all in the
office, hut it would always be too
busy for it to happen."
Responding on the show,
schools CEO Eugene Sanders
said the district would investigate. A message left at Principal
johneita Duranl's office was not
returned. A phone call to her
home was not answered.
The School of about 2-10 students has metal detectors but
none were operating Wednesday.
Students said the devices were
used only intermittently.
When asked how Coon got
past an armed security guard
or whether warnings signs were
missed, the police chief said he
couldn't comment. McGrath
said police consult with school
officials on where to locate metal
detectors, based in pan on crime
in schools.
Charles Blackvvell, president
of SuccessTech's student-parent
organization, said the position
of a second security guard had
hern eliminated because of lack
of money.
Maureen Harper, a city
spokeswoman, said Sanders
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Presidential candidate John McCain proposes plan for national health care
By Amy Lor*ntz«n
Associated Press

1)1 S MOINKS, Iowa — lohn
McCain proposed an overhaul of
the nation's health care system
yesterday, aiming to give people
more control, encourage greater
competition and lower costs.
The Republican presidential
candidate's plan contrasts sharply with his Democratic rivals' proposals.
He focuses on expanding
access for individuals and fami-

"The solution, my friends, isn't a one-size-fitsall, big-government takeover of health care."
Jcnn McCd n Ri;

lies but would not require people
to carry health insurance. To
varying degrees. Democrats want
to make health coverage mandatory.
"The solution, my friends, isn't a
One-Size-fitS-all, big-government
takeover of health care," he told
the Rotary Club of Des Moines.

dential Can.:

"ft resides where every important
social advance has always resided — with the American people
themselves, with well-informed
American families making practical decisions to address their
imperatives for heller health and
more secure prosperity."
lie said of the Democrats,

"lliev promise universal coverage, whatever its cost, and the
massive tax Increases, mandates
and government regulation that
it imposes."
His proposal emphasizes
payment only for quality medical care, and he challenges dot
tors to do a better job managing
care, hospitals to operate more
efficiently, pharmaceutical companies to come up with better
drugs and insurance companies
to spend more on treatment and

less on administrative costs,

xxxxxxxx
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CHURCH
DIRECTORY.
Rev. Or. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

We inviteyou to worship
with us and look forward to
meetingyou soon!

CBowlill-.', i Ireen

5S2L

ovenant

Church
Real God..
Real People.

1165 Haskins Road
email: office@bgcovenant.org

419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

St. Aloysius

f Catholic Church
fc'

We're on the corner of Summit & dough St.

\4

MAKE YOURSELF
AT HOME

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

First United Methodist Church

EXPLORI YOUR FAITH
Will Kl YOUII
HI ONI Ol llll FAMILY

SUMMER WORSHIP

St. Mark's
Lutheran Church

10.00 am (Through Sept. 2)
FALL WORSHIP
(Beginning Sept. 9)

Rev. Dale Schaefer
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org

9:00 Contemporary S
10:00 Sunday School (all ages)
11.00 Traditional Service

35 South College
Bowling Green
(419)353-9305

WEDNESDAY EVENING
(Beginning Sept. 19"1)
5:30 Dinner
6:30 Classes

Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.
Contemporary service at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

Please join us at1526 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-0682
www.fumcb90.org

Bible Study
Monthly home-cooked meals

Worship With Us
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Summer Worship - 10:00 a.m.
Fall Worship - 10:45 a.m.

I

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(Disciples of Christ)
Haskins at Poe Road, Bowling Green
419-354-3989
www.wcnet.org/wfccbg

Otfe**, $*wl*~f ZlU \fla./JLJ.

PEACE LUTHERAN
CHURCH

unday worship - 10:15 a.m

ST. THOMAS

1M0RE
WWW.STT0MS.COM

MASS TIMES:

1161 napoleon road
419352.3623
o(lce@bgalliance org
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10:00 AM
5:00 PM8:00 PMMonday
J 00 PM'
TuiSday
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1028 PEARL ST.
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BOWLING GREEN.OHIO
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WWW.PEACRCHUHCMBG.ORG
CRCATINO
CHRIST-CONNECTED
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OH SMMU

bowling green alliance church
425 THURSTIN AVENUE

IF
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SUNDAY

(419)352-7555

9.30 *
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St. John's Episcopal
Church

WELCOMES YOU!
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Band Prism
Concert
Saturday, performances
by the BGSU Concert
and University bands, the
Falcon Marching Band
and the Wind Symphony
are in store at 8 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall. Tickets are
$5 for students and senior
citizens and 58 for other
adults.

Blind Melon
The defunct rock band
comes to Howard's Club H
this Saturday night. The
band, coming together in
1989, has released three
ll-length albums and
three compilation albums.

TOLEDO AREA
The Shops at
Fallen Timbers
The new mall in Maumee

Need to get out of
BG? All you need
is a couple of hours
and a tank of gas.

opened Oct. 5. It is an
outside mall featuring
shops, eateries and a park.
The mall is located off
Route 24. Check it out at
night when it is all lit up!

Chainsaw
Creek Haunted
Attraction

Eateries
Restaurants inside the park include: Johnny Rockets,
Macaroni's. Game Day Grille, and Midway Market. Specialty
I can be found at Frontiertown and Frontier Trail.

Through Nov. I, Chainsaw
Creek is a frightfully
welcome addition to the

While gas prices continue to increase, college
students may find it hard to diversify their weekend entertainment plans. Some students at the
University may not know they have one of the
world's greatest amusement parks right in their
backyard.
Cedar Point is the self proclaimed "roller coaster
capital of the world" that rests beautifully along
the banks of Lake Erie. Within an hour drive
from Bowling Green, Cedar Point becomes an
obvious target for a one day trip of entertainment,
refreshment and infinite thrills.
Since 1870, the small town of Sandusky, Ohio
has shared Cedar Point with the world. In its
early years it was known for primarily being a
bath house and spa along the secluded beaches
of the Lake Erie peninsula. It was not until 1892,
when they built their first roller coaster, The
Switchback Railway, that elevated riders 25 feet
high and sent them racing down a wooden track
at 10 miles per hour.
Today, Cedar Point has grown into one of the
most recognized amusement parks of the world.
As of 2007, Cedar Point is the home of 17 roller
coasters that have invaded the record books at
staggering heights and unimaginable speeds.
Over the years, the park has installed legendary
coasters like Millennium Force and Top Thrill
Dragster which were the first to surpass the
heights of 300 feet and 400 feet respectively. This
year, however, Cedar Point chose to break that
record setting trend and design a roller coaster
without all of the record breaking features.

AARON HELFFEICH

M BG NiWS

Maverick
This award-winning ride is the
17th coaster at the park since the
Blue Streak opened in 1954. Its
Twisted-Horseshoe-Roll track is
the first o( its kind. The coaster
opened last summer and is
located in Frontiertown.

haunted attraction scene
in NW Ohio. You can
enjoy four chilling haunted
houses in one great location-at the Franklin Park

ELSEWHERE
Putin-Bay
Oktoberfest
The Put-in-Bay tradition
of celebrating German
style with lots of food and
live entertainment is this
weekend. The Maxx Band
will perform. Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
Sunday from noon to 5
p.m.

Check out bgnews.com
for the videogame review
of Metroid Prime 3.
Corruption, and Bancroft's
Negative Energy CD

THEY SAID IT

"Well I think if
you say you're
going to do
something and
don't do it, that's
trustworthiness."
- George W. Bush

Broadway star wil
'RENT' voice to
oledo stage
By Sarah Moor*
Assistant Pulse Editor

Many know him from his performances in Broadway productions such as RENT and Aida, or
in box office hits like School of
Rock. His trademarked rock-androll voice earned him a 1996 Tony
Award nomination, and tonight,
performer Adam Pascal will take
the stage at the Valentine Theatre
in Toledo with more than just one
song of glory.
With this performance preceding the release of his third solo
album, Pascal, in a telephone
interview, said performing solo
is frightening, yet more exciting
than with an entire cast.
"It's when you're at your most
naked, and that's really putting
yourself out there to be judged in

Rotten Apple Parfaits caught in an autumn daze /
apple into a worm nest. And
nothing is worst than chomping into an apple and being surprised by a squirmy worm filling, unless you are taking a bite
out of my Rotten Apple I'arfait.

"The reality of what
my life is to what I
envisioned is so much
better."
-Adam Pascal
a way that's much different from
playing a character," he said. "It's
really the only time I get nervous
on stage. But I find it for me the
best form of expression, because
I get to play the guitar, bass, sing
and perform songs that I've written."
Tonight's performance will not
feature a rock-and-roll setting, as
associated with many of Pascal's
SeePASCAL|Paqe8

There are so many wonderful
flavors of the fall, but nothing
compares to eating a freshly
picked apple.
The whole experience is
priceless. At the apple orchard, I
like to scan the entire tree, looking toward the top for the biggest, shiniest slob of an apple I
can find. Then I take aim with
another apple and knock my
prize right off the branch and
catch it before it bruises against
the ground. The reason why
I aim high is simple, worms.
Worms are always trying to
spoil a perfect piece of fruit by
wriggling and squiggling an

Apple Sauce
Gummy Worms
Whipped Cream
Snickerdoodle Cookies
Graham Crackers
Parfalt Cups
Fill the bottom of the cup
with a glob of apple sauce and
drop a worm In the apple goodness they love so much.
Now add a layer of whipped
cream.
Crunch your snickerdoodles
and graham crackers and add
a layer.
Your cup should be about
half full.
Add another layer of apple-

_0t
sauce, and then top it off with
a sexy glob of whipped cream.
1 like to garnish the cup with a
cinnamin stick. And dont tell
anybody about the worm in
the bottom, you want them to
be as surprised as they would
be if they were to bite into a
worm inhabited apple.

I
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-said'

Emily Rippe

nd Columnist

Ifsa I liilay night You're alone
mill yxiursignificant other.
i'nrri'iitly. (hclwool\cMn.ini
decide where to eat or what to
doaftet ihe meal You want him
to surprise you. He wants \<HI to
K tualh make a decision for once
Km making even the easiest
choices is sometimes a difficult
ihing to do in a relationship Men
iften feel like they have to take
control ot the situation, while at
the same dme wishing the) didn't
have to pick yet anothei place
thej have to drag their girlfriend

want to eat at the (Wve (iarden
tonight I mean come on, when
ilu I ever not warn toeal Italian?
So in avoid that messy argument rrj a different approach to
the decision-making process.
First, be open. Don't expect
him In IK1 able to read your mind
I le'll never catch on to the things
you never say Remember, if you
warn lasagna say it with pride.
fry compromising. \Uikea
deal with your partner. II you
choose the place to eat, he should
pick a plaee to no alter the meal.
Nobodj should be left making
all the decisions, no mailer how
haul ii might he to pick a place
that soils Ixiih your styles. This
shouldn't be loo bank you must
have something in common if

you are dating each other.
If the two of you are constantly
bickering about trivial issues like
what to eat and where to hang
out. you might want to re-evaluate your relationship. Are you
really compatible with a person
who hates everything you enjoy
i.e. a fine Italian dining experience?
It's not actually written anywhere, but women and men both
tend to agree that whoever asks
for the dale, should be the one
who decides where to go on the
date. In other words, you should
always have a place in mind
when you ask someone out.
The bottom line is if you're in a
relationship already, both of you
had to make that decision together. Decisions on dinner, movies
and other activities shouldn't be
as complicated as we sometimes
make them out to be.
Nobody said relationships were
easy; they're even harder when
your lover hales spaghetti.

Making a compromise can be the best policy
Josh Comer

I don't know."
I'hi' Other three little words a
girl ma) introduce thai can completeh trash what wasotherwisea
lun and simple night out
Its one oi those phrases when'
the words themselves have lost
ill meaning, like when someone
says "what's up?" fhej aren't really
asking a question, fhey couldn't
care less what youre thinking ot
planning.
Ihe same is true when a girl says,
111<mi know."
Vbu could have no idea what to
do, or you could have made plans.
bought tickets and phoned ahead
in make a reservation, ii doesn't
mailer, fheonf) reservations that
mailer to her al that moment are

hers.

"I don't know" doesn't mean she
doesn't have anything in mind, u
nicansshcdocsnikiiowahoutyour
decision-making skills. Whether
that means shes concerned about
the plans you've made or questioning your ability to even make a
plan depends on you.
I bis is because guys, loo, are seldom clear and resolute II we were.
"I don't know" wouldn't matter,
because we would respond with
a definite alternative, "Well. I do
know, and we're following my lead
now. and later I'm going to build a
sailboat using only a hammer and
masculinity."
Hut thai isn't how we react. "I
don't know" is frustrating because
guys aren't willing to make a decision either.
I'm noi saying lake charge of
even, dale. Renting Aliens again,
no matter how awesome lames

Cameron's masterpiece is, will not
always be the right choice.
Alright, it is always the right
choice, but some people can't
appreciate that
Regardless of it being a nonstop
thrill ride, girls will mosth want to
go out at night

Mostly.
I"his means compromise.
Not the horrible "I don't know"
echo chamber son of negotiating
but a balance of |xiwer. Split control of the dates. Sometimes you'll
watch good films, and oilier nights
you'll watch "The Notebook." Iliis
has to happen. Sometimes relationships mean sacrifice.
But what if swapping control doesn't work? What if you
can't decide who should take
what night? What if you like "The
Notebook?"
I don't know.

past roles, but instead will have
a more intimate feel between
the audience and performer.
Original solo material will be
the primary focus of the show,
but a few rearranged versions
of Broadway material will also
be sung to recognizable ears.
When looking back on his
solo records, Pascal thinks his
sound and musical styles have
matured in accordance with
each ot her. One of t he reasons
is due to his varying inspirations ranging from his children to politics, but of course.
writer's block can also become
an unwanted visitor on occasion.
"Sometimes I can't think of
a thing to say." he said. "You
look for those things to inspire
you and sometimes they're
not there. That's the hardest
time, when you're feeling very
uninspired, but yet you feel
compelled to create."
However, Drew llindes, in
anonliiiearluieloi Ouipalienl.
com, thought the music Pascal
produced was always positive,
regardless of what inspired it
in the first place.
"I can't imagine that Adam
Pascal has or will ever convey
a dark message, in his music
or otherwise." he said. "This is
raw talent at its best"
And Pascal offers advice to
those in the music program
on campus based on real
experiences from his prolessional career, lie stresses
thai being versatile is one of
the most important characteristics a musician can have,
because nowadays, the more
instruments a person a can
play, the more appealing they
become.
"Also be open to the concept
of using your musical abilities
to work and not just to write
your own songs and think
that s the end all be all of being
a successful musician." he said.
"There's other ways to make a
li\ ingas a musician, and those
other ways should be explored
because hit records are few
and far between."

Being single and pregnant
is tough

getting help isn)
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com
Foundation
for

iffe

Management Inc.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units
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Reading minds is as hard as it seems

iL

ALBUM

PASCAL

Decisions, decisons
to. Meanwhile, girls can IK' indei isi\c bm their guy has to choose
a place they actually want to go to.
I don't know about yon. hut I've
been guilty of not saying what
I really want, and expecting my
In »\ ti in id to just know that yes, I

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

■ Broken Social Scene Presents: Kevin
Drew
WWWADAM PASCALCOMOC

■ Grade | A

"SPIRIT IF..."

ON THE ROAD: Pascal, above, said
going solo is neive-wiacking. yet exciting.

WHAT DAVE HERRERA THINKS: Kevin
Drew is a straggly man who plays m a scraggry

However, living the lifestyle
of a musician and performer is
a hard one indeed, according
to Pascal, His family does not
travel alongside him on tour,
which, in his opinion, is the
hardest aspect of the traveling
life. Yet, he knew this drawback was going to be a part of
his career, and he deals with it
the best he can.
Pascal lives his life somewhat reminiscent of his RENT
character Roger Davis, with
the artistic desire to create
and leave a lasting impression on the world musically.
I Ic said even though everyone
has flaws, he just tries to he
the kind of person he thinks
he should be.
He never dreamed his
life would turn out this way,
which he said was probably
a better result in the long rim
since it made his success more
enjoyable.
"What you envision and
what the reality is is always so
drastically different." he said.
"The reality of what my life is to
what I envisioned is so much
better."

band and makes highly straggly music
Luckily, scraggry trends are a good thing when
Kevin Drew is involved.
Drew's day job is a main role m ihe Canadian
group Broken Social Scene, who back him on his
debut solo album, "Spirit If." Like mosl of what
Broken Social Scene does, the music is all over
the place
"Backed Out On The.' and •Farewell To The
Pressure Kids' roar, and sometimes Drew actually
sings on them "Big Love' is abstract, with sounds
conwig from multiple directions
But most of the time, it's like he's giving you a
vocal massage Those tracks are intimate, wrapping you up m layer after layer
Drew's voice barely raises above a whisper It
cracks, coos and occasionally cuts extra deep, like
on "Gang BaiKj Suiode" There, his voice goes
up and down his register, providing the melody
behind a qwetty strummng acoustic guitar
You feel like he'd scream every lyric if he could,
but he's trying to be romantic and loud vexes
wouldn't work very well
People who say the afcum sounds a lot like
BSS's 200S self titled album are right 'Spirit
If,." is chaotic and seemingly without almost any
attempt at Bow between tracks - pretty much
what you'd eipect from a collective where pretty
much anything is fair game
But fo« all the chaos there's quality here «i the
sonic collage and pop aspirations You just have
to dig for it a bit

LET'S STAY FRIENDS

Editor's note: Tonight's performance begins at 8 p.m. at
the Valentine Theatre. Tickets
can be purchased by calling
the Box Office at (419) 2422787. or by visiting www.valent i net heat re.com/ boxof ftce.
html.

~ i >
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TRIP

■ Les Savy Fav
■ Grade |B«

"LETS STAY FRIENDS"

From Page 7
Cedar Point's 17th roller
coaster, Maverick, goes back
to the basics of an unexpected
thrill based ride experience.
The terrain hugging track
incorporates inversions, a 95
degree first drop, overanked
turns, airtime hills, and a 70
mile per hour launch through
a dark tunnel.
The project was so innovative that Amusement Today
awarded Maverick with a
"Golden Ticket" award for the
"best new ride of 2007".
Still, if you are not the thrill
seeking type, Cedar Point
offers tamer roller coasters, a number of live shows
and many different seasonal
events.
Since
the
fall
operation hours are restricted to
Fridays through Sundays,
Cedar Point transforms into
Halloweekends for the month
of October. Halloweekends is
Cedar Point's premiere holiday event that incorporates
the regular thrills of the park
with Halloween themed food,
parades,
magicians,
and
haunted houses. It is a fun
filled event with thrills for
every member of the family.
Now is a better time than
ever to make your way to
Cedar Point. With discounted
tickets at participating Meijer
stores like Bowling Green's,
you can get everything the
world's greatest amusement
park has to offer with an

WHAT DAVE HERRERA THINKS: On
"Let s Stay-friends." Les Savy Fav s first album
m si* years they play much m the same style as
they did on 2001 s "Go Forth' and they haven't
lost a step In fact they've gotten much better,
much more nuanced and much more creatrve
They le still capable of turrwig up the guitars and
thrashwtg about- see "The Equestrian' 01 "The
Year Before 2000"
\fccakst Tim Harrington's eclectic poetry and storytelling abilities remain m top form "Being the
king was pretty cod/1 d have to say that ruling
ruled." he quips on "Raging in the Plague Age"
"Slugs in the Shrubs" is another lyrical standout.
But musically they've successfully begun to
wade into new territory "Brace Yourself" borders
on dub. with a creative before-and-after theme
("Before I was a day I was a dawn/Before I was
a prince I was a swan") "Comes and Goes.*
featuring the Fiery Furnaces' Eleanor Friedberger
is a surprisingly serious breakup duet "Slugs m
the Shrubs" is pure lyric fiction, but with a bitterness and g;it the band hasn't shown in nearly
a decade
Perhaps best of all is "Patty Lee." sparse and
spastic with a killer hand claps and falsetto
chorus
Things begm to drag on the album's final third.
even with it clocking in at under 40 mmutes But
it still makes for a good friend

added Halloween bonus.
Along with being recognized
for their remarkable collection of
roller coasters, Cedar Point was,
for the tenth year in a row, awarded the prestigious Golden Ticket
award for "the best amusement
parkin the world.''
Now, when thinking of the
phrase "the happiest place on
earth", Disney World can't even
compare to "the roller coaster capital of the world."

Preferred
Properties Co.
www.preterredpropertiesco. com

LOG ON TOOAV TO:

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

•
•
•
•
-

2008/2009 Listings Now Available!
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg. com

Haven House Manor
Mini Mall AptS.(downtown)
Fox Run Apts.
Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovation
Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
_ _
see our website or
|^^.
call for more details

Now
Renting
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^^
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SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8:00 - 5:00
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378
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SIDELINES

No looking back
BASEBALL
Trot Nixon is
at Fenway this
weekend in the
visitor's clubhouse

ALL TIED UP: BG's Derek Whitmore lights (or the puck with an Ohio State player during a
game last season The Falcons are looking to bounce back from a 7-29-2 record last season.

When the Indians visit the

BG looking to
forget last season

Red Sox for the American
League Championship Series.
Trot Nixon will be in a familiar
place but with an opposing
teams uniform on.
Page 11

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

SOCCER
Falcons fall
to Bearcats
Wednesday in front
of raucous crowd
They hung tough, but the
men's soccer team gave up
a goal in the 65th minute to
Cincinnati 3-0.
Page 10

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
vs Windsor; 7 pm (exhibition)
Volleyball:

i Michigan; 7 p.m.
TOMORROW
Men's and Women's CC:
Falcon Invite; 10:45
Volleyball:
i jste<n Michigan; 3 p.m.
Football:
at Miami(Ohio); 3 p.m.
Women's Golf:
Xavier (LPGA International
Xavier Invitational) at
Daytona Beach. Fla.; All day

SUNDAY
Men's Soccer:
vs. Hartwick; 1 p.m.
Women's Golf:
Xavier (LPGA International
Xavier Invitational) at
Daytona Beach, Fla.; All day

OUR CALL
The List
The BG News presents the
top five reasons why the
Falcons need to win at Miami
tomorrow.

1. Standings: A win
over the Redhawks and a
Buffalo loss would put the
Falcons in sole possession of
first place in the MAC East.

2. Revenge: See a
theme in 2007? The Falcons
owe the RedHawks one for
the Mud Bowl debacle.
3. Rivalry: Don't tell oldtime BG football people that
Toledo is BG's rival. This one
goes back to 1941.

JORDAN FIOWER I THE BG NEWS

FACE FORWARD: Willie Geter (28) picks up blockers on a run against Temple. Sept 22. The Falcons are 3-2 going into their matchup with
Miami Saturday. They'll look to avenge their Mud Bowl defeat at the hands of the RedHawks in November of 2006

MAC Attack:
Falcons start
conference
stretch at
Miami

THE SERIES: Miam. leads
39-19-5 starting in 1941. Gregg
Brandon is 1-3 against the
RedHawks who have won seven
of the last eight. BG is 10-20-1 at
Miami.

WHEN: 3 pm

TV: Fox Sports Net

UNBEATENS: Miami (2-0)
and BG (l-O) are two of the four
unbeaten teams remaining in the
MAC.

JEFFKY CREECH

BIG PLAY DEFENSE: Clayton Mullins leads Miami's defense off the field during the
RedHawks game against Syracuse. The RedHawks bnng a 2-0 MAC record nto tomorrow's game.

occurred," Brandon said.
losing the mmover battle six to
one is probably not going to be the
formula for success going forward.
The RedHawks are coining
off a 20-13 victory at Kent State
Saturday. If they beat the Falcons,
it will be their first 3-0 start in MAC
play since 2003 when they went
undefeated in MAC play.
That team was led by current Steeler quarterback Ben
Roethlisberger, who will be in

FORWARD
Derek Whitmore was one of
BG's better offensive players last
season. He led the team with 19
goals, and is expected to increase
his production as he did in each
of liis first three seasons.
"Obviously I have pretty high
expectations for myself to produce even more and I know it's
not going to come easy. I'm going
to have to work for it, but I'm
definitely up for the challenge,"
Whitmore said after a practice
this week.
That challenge extends to
other experienced Falcon
point producers like Mazzei.
See HOCKEY | Page II

RADIO: 88.1 WBGU and the
Falcon Radio Network

By Bill Bordawick
Reporter

Was it an abandon or was it a sign
of things to conic?
That will IK- determined tomorrow as BG travels to Oxford to take
on Miami in a critical MAC East
division showdown.
Ihe Means will tell you Boston
College was a great team with a
lleisman candidate at quarterback. Matt Ryan playing at a high
level. That, along with a stingy
defense that forced six turnovers
enabled the Golden Eagles to rout
the Falcons 55-24 Saturday.
So the question is: Was the high
explosive offense from the first four
weeks exposed as a fraud or was
Boston College just that good?
"Well, we don't pretend it didn't
happen because it obviously happened," said BG coach Gregg
Brandon about the BC loss. "The
thing about Boston College was,
that was a really good football team
and we had to be clicking on all
eight cylinders to have a chance
to win that game — four interceptions later it was a blowout"
"We didn't take care of the ball.
and we didn't respond like we
needed to when those turnovers

The temperature decline on
campus this week coincides perfectly with an autumn of another
sort for hockey fans.
The puck drops on a new season of Falcon hockey tonight at 7
with an exhibition game against
Windsor. Though the Falcons
are coming off a rather forgettable 7-29-2 season, there were
strong feelings of cautious optimism inside the BGSU Ice Arena
this week.
Despite being predicted to finish last in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, sixth-year
coach Scott Paluch is looking
forward to this winter. In the
past, teams ranked last in the
CCHA before the season, ended
up vying for a playoff spot in
February and March.
"IThe rankingl doesn't add
up. We're not concerned about
paper rankings," Paluch said.
"We have some outstanding

leadership in our upperclassmen, and our captains |seniors
Michael Hodgson, lohn Mazzei,
and Derek Whitmorel are doing
an unbelievable job."
Now we'll break down each
area of the team.

attendance to have his number
retired as part of the RedHawks'
I lomecoming ceremonies.
"Well I just found out that it's
their Homecoming game | tomorrow!, so everyone will be back in
town for the game and it's a league
game and anyone can win," said BG
defensive tackle Sean O'Drobinak.
"So we're going to go in there and
See FOOTBALL | Page 10

Kintzel helping tennis
team to successful fall
By Nat* Panons

Sam Kintzel

Reporter

Won the fourth-

Sophomore Sam Kintzel was the
only Falcon to come home with a
singles title this past weekend after
the BGSH women's tennis team
traveled to (Cincinnati to participate
in the Queen City Invitational.
Kintzel won the fourth-flight
singles title beating Vicky Pulido
from Miami (Ohio), (i-0.6-1.
To go along with her singles
title, Kintzel teamed with freshman Christine Chiricosta to win
the first-flight doubles consolation
bracket.
Earlier this season, Kintzel
received a third-flight singles
back draw victors' and a secondflight doubles title with Chiricosta
at the BGSU Invitational held in
September.
Kintzel has had tons of success
in her short collegiate career. She
had a total of 37 wins in her freshman war, including a 19-12 record
in singles play and an 18-9 record
in doubles play. I ler 37 wins was
the second highest total on the
team.
Kintzel and doubles partner
Kelsey lakupcin had a 5-1 doubles record in Mid-American
Conference regular season play
last year, which was the highest
mark by a doubles team in MAC
regular season play since 2000-01.

flight singles title
Saturday at the
Queen City Invite.

It was also the best winning percentage (.833) in league play since
1981-82. Kintzel won seven of her
last eight doubles matches to close
the MAC regular season.
"She has an outstanding tennis game," said BG tennis coach
Penny Dean. "She is definitely
team-oriented and is very good at
helping the other players with their
strategy."
At the age of five, Kintzel began
playing tennis because her parents
wanted her to play sports.
"My parents really wanted me to
play sports since my dad was really
into sports when he was younger,"
she said. "My parents gave me an
option and I just picked tennis.
They signed me up for some tennis classes and I just stuck with it."
The libertyviile, III. native was
a four-year iener-winner and a
three-time state qualifier in high
school.
Kintzel had a good influence
growing up.
See TENNIS | Page II

4. Transition: Both
teams were rebuilding last
season but this season they

Netters must defend their turf against MAC West opponents

seem to be back at the top.

5. Winning ways:
After the tough loss at BC.
BG needs to get back on the
winning track

By Scan Shapiro

WEEKEND IN REVIEW

Reporter

Tonight BG looks to improve
their Mid-American Conference
record and continue their undefeated streak at home as they welcome two MAC West teams into
Anderson Arena this weekend.
Starting tonight at 7 the
Falcons face off against Central
Michigan who are tied for second in the MAC West with tomorrow's Falcons' opponent Eastern
Michigan. Both teams come in
to the weekend with 3-3 MAC
records only trailing Western
Michigan for the division lead.
4

TONIGHT AT 7: BG (13-7.
4-2 MAC) vs. Central Michigan
Chippewas (15-6.3-3 MAC)
TOMORROW AT J:
Eastern Michigan Eagles (13-8.
3-3 MAC)
Both Games are at Anderson
Arena.

Central Michigan is coming off
of a 1-2 week where they feU to
Eastern Michigan and Kent State
and defeated North Dakota State.
CMU currently has an overall
record of 13-6. The Chippewas
are a young team with only a
1

single senior, setter Courtney
Kersten.
"Central Michigan has a senior
setter that I really like, she does
a great job. And they have two
very effective middles, It's going
to be an intense battle in die gym
here," said BG coach Denise Van
DeWalle.
Kersten is the team's leader,
a four-year captain, who leads
the team with over 12 assists per
game. Kersten is the catalyst for
an aggressive front line in which
three players average over three
JOROAMaOWR

See NETTERS | Page 10

THtBGNtWS

DEFENSE: Stephanie Swiger (4) and Sam Fish (8) attempt to block a shot in the Fakons'
match against IPFW The Fakons have two home games this weekend.

SPORTS
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Its make fun of Miami week
here at The BG News. Don't
forget your blue collar if you
go to the game this weekend. Our special guest this
week is Libby Harrison of
the tennis variety. She and
her team are enjoying the
new courts they got over
the summer

LIBBY HARRISON
BG Tennis Player

COLIN WILSON

CHRIS VOLOSCHUK

BRIAN SZABELSKI

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

Ever since I can remember Mann's
been popping their collars. What's
the old saying' Toledo sucks and
Miami crashes motorcycles?
BG 28. Miami 13

BG got roughed up by a very
good BC team last week, so I
don't think it's a preview of things
to come for Sheehan.
BG 54. Miami 21

LSU was not ready to live in a
world where Boston College and
USF were in the top three. So
they re m the top five instead.
ISU 24. Kentucky 17

Kentucky was on a real roll until
LSU s defense will be too much
Anyone know the last time
the "01 Ball Coach" made them
Kentucky beat LSU? I don't, and for Kentucky to handle
look like a bunch of little girls LSU it's not happening this year, either
will do much of the same.
LSU 38. Kentucky 17
LSU 21. Kentucky 10
LSU 35. Kentucky 19

I'm expecting Miz/ou to lose a
game Sooner than later. That was
almost as lame as Chip Caray's
announcing of the ALDS
Oklahoma 32. Missouri 17

This is a tough call Oklahoma is at
home and has looked dam good
at times while Missouri has looked
good all the time.
Missouri 24. Oklahoma21

Purdues QB was about as
impressive as A-Rod against the
Tribe last week Michigan has
recovered folks
Michigan 48. Purdue 24

This would be an upset three or
Purdue was brought to Earth by
the Bucks last week I have a feel- four years ago Right now' Not
so much.
ing that the school up north will
take this one in nail-biting fashion.
Purdue 35. Michigan 28
Michigan 28. Purdue 27

UC is the best team in Cinci right
now In fact. Marvin Lewis just
asked Bob Huggins how to keep
his team focused on the field
Cincinnati 83. Louisville 56
Penn States lofty national lank
mg earlier this season was about
as wrong as Fergie being No 10
in the Ma«im Hot 100
Wisconsin 23. Penn Sate

Louisville's defense reminds me
of a bunch of 10-year-olds playing two-hand-touch in a parking
lot. and Grid's defense is the
real deal
Oklahoma 28. Texas 10
How about them Yanks? I cant wart
for Joe Torre to get fired Aba ARod and Derek Jeter are ei desperate need of the Heimlich Manuever
Wisconsin 21. Penn State 17

17-15

20-10

BGMiami (Ohio)
Miami -1

BG 2008 National Champs!
Miami's two conference wins
are by a combined 8 points
Somebody's got to wake them u|
to reality, it might as well be BG
BG 52. Miami 3
BG 30, Miami 24

BRIAN BOBNHOEF!
PUSH OFF: Hi.niet Van Houien passes a IPFW player during a match Oci 7 The Fafcom

Nc.lLSU

crnnali 5-0 Wednesday.

No. 17 Kentucky
LSU-10

Falcons fall to Cinci in
front of rowdy crowd
By Pete Schramm

No. 11 Missouri
(§> No. 6 Oklahoma
Oklahoma-12

them being better.'' Thompson
said. "It really wasn't until they
scored a goal that there was
any real difference in the two

Rep rtei

I in' lid men's socca team l<>si
3-0 (oQncinnati on Wednesday,
moving their overall record to 37-2. I he team was able to amass
eight shots on goal in the match.
Inn none could find the net

Purdue ■•
Michigan
Michigan -6

teams."
Senior forward Abiola Sandy
echoed his coach's feelings, saying the game was even until that
IB minute stretch. "In the first
half, we didn't do too bad, and
we did some good things." he
said.
Tor the first 20 minutes of the
second half we did some good
things and had some opportunities to score. Then, for the last 19
or so minutes ol the second half,
I have no idea what happened."
H(i is not the only team to fall
to the Bearcats in Cincinnati,
as UC (5-5-1) boasts a perfect
home record of 5-0 this year, outscoring opponents 14-1 on their
home field.
(Settler Stadium is a notoriously difficult setting for opposing teams to play, and the same

Despite the loss. Ii(i coach
I red Thompson said he was
pleased with his teams play considering it was without lour of
its starters. Defenders ['hennas

McLean ami Dusko Topolic,
as well as goalkeeper Paul
Shoemaker, all sat out due to
injuries, while Cameron llepple
was in the Bahamas playing For
the Bahamian National Team.
"We had to shuffle things up a
little bit, but overall it went quite
well," I hompson said. "The
game was quite even
Alter the Falcons played the
Bearcats even through the first
half of play, Cincinnati scored
its first goal off a corner kick in
theofith minute. From there, the
Bearcats were able to add two
more goals in a span of IB minutes to boost their lead to 3-0.
"We played with them, some
times rjetter.aiKi sometimes with

Louisville
@ Cincinnati
Cincinnati 10
Wisconsin
@ Penn State
Penn State -7
Overall record

At first I thought this was the Big Undefeated Mizzou's going to
12 Championship Then I realized pull off the upset.
the season was still going on. but
the other 10 teams are awful
Oklahoma 42. Missouri 28
Missouri 24. Oklahoma 21
Two words Appalachian State

Purdue20. Michigan 17

Quick, what do the Cardinals and Its UC's Homecoming. Bearcats
our border with Canada have in all the way.
common? No defense!
Cincinnati 60, Louisville 35

Cincinnati 24. Louisville 17

All that pent-up anger Irom
being embarassed by Illinois has
got to go somewhere ■

Good Big Ten defensive match
up

Wisconsin 30. Penn State 0

Wisconsin 17. Penn State 13

18-12

17-13 (cumulative)

NETTERS
From Page 9
kills a game.

applied for the Falcons.
Sandy says the hostile environment was frustrating at times
because it made communication
See SOCCER | Page II

ENOCH WU
SWARMING: John Hanelne. PJ Mahone and Erique Dozier (left to right) lead a Falcon
delense that combines speed and power to swarm opponents and create turnovers.

FOOTBALL
From Page 9
just expect die worst (playing conditions!." O'Dnibinak sail "We're
going to practice crowd noise all
week and were going to do the
same things we do every week
and go out then- and ix'rfonn on
Saturday."
The Falcons will also be entering a sea of red as the Miami
administration declared a "Bed

(hit" for tomorrow^ game.
The falcons know they will
have to put the Boston College
Ix'hind them as quick as possible
because Miami is very tough em irnnmeiitloplayiii.
"We play Saturday to Saturday,
so we have seven days to put this
game behind ns and practice,"
BG wide receiver Marques Parks.
"When the scout team comes out,
wen- not practicing for Boston
College anymore. Wen- practicing
for the Miami Redl lawks, so wen1

putting it behind us now"

VB. WIWDSOR
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12 - 7:05pm
BGSU ICE ARENA

us/.
Wh3t

10BMNIIOWR
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KILL TIME: BG's Megan Mohr spikes
the ball m between two opponents during the Fakons match against IPf W. The
Fakons host Central Michigan and Eastern
Michigan this weekend at Anderson Arena
BOBS hi her career. With four service aces this weekend Karges
would become the ninth player
in B( 1 history to reach the century
mark.
The falcons currently are 13-7
overall with a 4-2 record in the
MAC. Most impressive though
is their current 8-0 record at
home.

2007-2008
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!

Anfor.-

FALCONS

BG's second match of the
weekend takes place tomorrow at
:S p.m. against liaslem Michigan.
EMU comes in with a 13-8 record,
3-3 In the MAC.
The Eagles are coming off a
week in which they beat CMU
in five games and fell to powerhouse Ohio University in three
straight. H(l leads the all time
series 26-21 including last season when lit! swept the Eagles
itiYpsilanti.
"I look at < lentral and Eastern
as two of the top teams in the
conference as well. See I don't
look at record, I look at person
nel on the floor, and I think
both Central and Eastern have
great players," Van l)e Walle
said.
Following last weekend in
which Senior Stephanie Swiger
became the 13th falcon to record
I,(XX) kills in a career another
Senior. Maggie karges. has set
herself up tn reach a career milestone this weekend, HX) service

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!

Wh^ee.ing.BGSU..

Catch the Falcon Hockey team in action at home for the
first time in 2007-08 as they host the Windsor Lancers in
their annual exhibition opener.

LOT-HI TICKET

THE INFORMATION DESK

I

B6SUFALC0NS.COM

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

FREE ADMISSION

.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

^■Jmm

...Because Tireman loves your
truck just like you do!

jSiJr

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

{.'ANTIFREEZE!MECHANICAL!OIL CHANGE

FREE

son i
.JK

ucoson

JOHN

I

!«!$'

'•'• Anti-FreezeTest

1
wM4 Tires IN

wl
—
■•*■' A«,

liWQMtlll] 11,01/

Radiator Rush

■"Mechanical
Service

■0 OKI MCAMTl l>m» DMf) 10,11; «>

198!

4194424473
419493-7242
4194734911
419*96-1963
4194824994

Fremont
Weet Toledo
North Town
South Toledo
rmrtdHPnli

1925 W SUM St
2779 W Cent*
222WAIeos
750 S Reynolds
5022 Monroe St

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

:: with Tire Rotation"!
■i

fncluato* FRCe l"H»*ctio»

i

Hours.- M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

V \w°'*iiiwcc"»flnm'(tf«H kvn mi

JSBrHCf CWTFIWC
Central & King 3115 King Rd.
Maumw
532 minors Ave
Penyeburg
25998 N Dm H*y
Woody*
372SWMnRd
Sytmna
5832 Monroe St

(Across From Taco Bell)

419432-3261
4194797010
419-476-7121
419-535-3033
4194794671

HoHind
TmcklFam
Bowling Grew
Monroe, Michigan

7171 OrUiardCnt
S32lilrosA»e
999 S Mail SI
1986 N Telegraph

419461-1919
419491-79731
419-352-57881
8004964009|
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Nixon back at Fenway in
a different uniform Friday
By Jimmy GoUn
The Associated Press
BOSTON — Irot Nixon and the
man wilt) ivplactxl him as Boston's
right fielder will both start the Al.
championship series on the bench.
After spending the first 13 years
of his career in the Red Sox organization, Nixon returns to Icnway
Park to try to help the Cleveland
Indians beat Boston out of a trip to
the World Series.
But like Red Sox right fielder
J.D. Drew. Nixon will be a backup
when the best-of-seven series
begins tonight.
"If I'm not going to get much
playing time, that's fine," Nixon
told a Crush of reporters outside
the visitors' clubhouse at Fenway
Park yesterday. "I'm ready in case
(they) need me."
A former Red Sox first-round
draft choice and a regular in right
from 1999-2006, Nixon was a member of the team that ended the franchise's 86-year title drought in 2004.
But Boston let Nixon leave as a five
agent last offceason after dividing
to pursue I )rew. signing him to a
five-year, S70 million contract
Drew has struggled, batting 270
with 11 homers and 64 RBIs in his
first season in Boston and going 2for-11 in the first round of the playoffs. I le has faced Indians Came
1 starter C.C. Sabathia three times
with three strikeouts.

SOCCER
From Page 10
between players difficult. "It was
really tough," he said.
"They had their fans right
behind our goal. Whenever
WG would try to communicate
on defense, it would he hard
because we had to scream at
each other because they were
making so much noise," Sandy
said.
Thompson said it was a good
experience for the team to play
in such an intense atmosphere.
"They were very loud and they
were boisterous," he said. "It's
always great to play in from of
8 crowd."

HOCKEY
From Page 9
Ion F.rickson, Ben Ceelan, and
Brandon Svendsen, as well as
underclassmen such as T'omas
I'etruska. Kai Kantola. and Todd
Mcllrath.
Top freshman recmit kike (x'pis
will try and contribute to a BC
offense that lacked greatly in main
areas in '06-07, along with fellow
freshmen Dan Sexton and David

Sohvay.
"They move well and they battle," Piiluch said of the freshmen.

DEFENSE
P.iluch spoke enthusiastically of
his senior tri-captain, del'enseman
Michael Hodgson.
"We see him in that role against
other teams' top lines," Paluch
said. "I le's in the best shape of his
life, as stmng as he's ever been,
and really off to a tremendous start
in the practices and intra-squad
game. I think it's all going to lead to
a great final year for I lodgy."
Hodgson will help anchor a
potentially more physical blue line
this winter.
"We're trying to revamp our
whole defensive side to be stronger
OD the puck." senior Mike Ncsdill
said. "We have guys back there that
can skate and move the puck well,
so those are our strengths"
loining the two seniors will
be juniors Tim Maxwell, Kevin
Schmidt, and Russ Sinkewich.
Sophomores Brian Moore, Kyle
Page, and freshman Andrew
Krelovc are all expected lo gain
experience on defense.

So Bobby Kiclty, a switch-hitter
who's had some success against
Salxithia, will play right field in (he
opener instead.
"I le was brought in here to give
us some right-handed punch,"
Boston manager Terry l-'rancona
said yesterday.
A switch-hitter who had been
designated for assignment by
Oakland, Kielty is9-for-29 with two
homers and four strikeouts in his
career against Salxithia.
"I've seen the ball well out of
his hand," said Kielty, who didn't
play in the first round against Uis
Angeles. "There's no question
when hitters have success against
pitchers they always feel mentally
more confident."
Nixon was a crmvd favorite in
Boston whose effort and desire
were appreciated even as his production tailed off. That still made
him valuable for the Indians who
were molding together a young
team under a young manager to
try to end a championship drought

of their own,
"Trot has really served in a leadership capacity for us from I lay I,"
Indians manager l-ric Wedge slid
yesterday. "He was a tremendous
influence on our ballclub early on
in the year and has continued to
lx- that influence, liven when we
went with (Franklin) Cutiemv. and
started playing him a little bit more
... he stiil stood the course."

"The student population was
great. It was a very good environment," he said.
The Falcons havedropped five
of their last seven contests, but
look to turn thai trend around
as they head into Mid-American
Conference play.
The team also has two major
tests coming up next week
when they hit the road to take
On Michigan (8-2-1) and Akron
(8-2-1), who are ranked No. 21
and No. 22 in the nation, respectively.
The team will first look to get
back on track Sunday at 1 p.m.
when they return home to take
On first-year MAC foe liartwick
at HCiSU's Mickey Cochrane
Field.

"I love it. I think
one of the most
important ingredients
of BG hockey has
been the tradition."
and I think he's as confident as
he's ever been."
Should Spratt falter, there are
solid backup options in sophomore Phil Creer and freshman
Nick F.no. the latter of whom
has already been selected in an
Mil entry draft by the Buffalo
Sabres.

COACHING
The final piece (o the Falcon
hockey puzzle will hopefully
come from behind the bench, as
Scott Paluch recently assembled
the first ever all-alumni coaching staff. Assistant coach Todd
Reirden, a 1994 Bowling Green
grad, joins Paluch (Class of '88),
assistant Doug Srhueller (Class
of '01), and goaltending coach
Tyler Masters (Class of '03) to
lead the Falcons through a tough
CCHA schedule this winter.
"I love it. I think one of the
most important ingredients of
Bowling Creen hockey has been
the tradition," Paluch said. "I
feel great about the fact that
there are four former Falcon
players on the staff who are
passionate and care about the
program."

GOALIE
limmy Spratt earned the
team's Most Improved Player
award last year as a sophomore,
but must find a solid level of consistency as a junior in 2007-08.
Confidence usually comes only
with experience, and this is certainly true for Spratt who started
the majority of games in net last
season for BC.
"limmy's had very good second halves for two years now,
but inconsistent first halves,"
Coach Paluch said. "He's been
strong down the stretch for us

"
\

TENNIS
From Page 9

"I really liked watching Steffi
Graf," she said.
When il comes to tennis,
Kintzel is very superstitious
"I always have to have my
water bottle facing me and I
always have to twirl my racket
in-between points," she said.
Kintzel enjoys competing
and playing girls from different
schools with different styles.
Kintzel, a tourism/event
planning major, enjoys hanging
out with friends, shopping and
cooking when she isn't playing
tennis
Kintzel hopes the team continues lo do well throughout the
rest of this season.
"I hope lour teaml does really
well and that a bunch of fans
come out to watch us," she
said.
Kintzel will be heading to
Muncie, Ind. Oct. 18-23 for the
Ball Stale Fall Invitational.

. .je D^a News
Classified Ads
419-372-6977

Hi. III. New* will nol knowingly accent
jilvcrtUcmcni* tli.u dlfcrlminale. or
rncouraKCdlwrlmlriatlonaftainu any Individual or group on ihr ba*i* ol race. i*t
color.creed. icIlgloiiii.niiiM.ili'iiKir. mial
IIIM'IIMIKIII. dlHblllly MUUI •'•• a H'leran.
in mi rjM h.iM- ol In) mlici legally urnii.ir.i tunn

Services Offered
Students, we will clean up alter
your party...recycle your cans,
bring the bags, etc. Call 419-3521457. ask lor Linn. Let us know
when & we'll be there.There is a
(ee, don't gel a citation. Call Party
To Go, Inc. 419-352-1457.
WILL HAUL AWAY OR BUY OLD
CARS. RUNNING OR NOT.
419-819-8700

Friday. Ociober 12.200711
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Wanderer
Network
Lose color
Noisy
Sub __ (secretly)
One-name model
Flush
Peddle
Garland of orchids
Morning droplets
Basic nature
Human herbivores
Washed (down)
Grayish-yellow
Head honcho
Tiniest quantities
Quack
Blueprint detail
Combines
"The Thief of Bagdad"
Chuck Yeager, e.g.
Tarnish
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISniM€LLO'S
' 203 N. Moin M22**
352-5166
S5.75 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS
www.pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

Accepttnj

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up lo S3007day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
BABYSITTER on Thur/Fri needed lor
mlant in our BG home S5/hr Call
419-494-1660
Beel up your resume! Paid internships at local telecommunications
company located in downtown
Toledo Three positions available S8 per hour plus bonuses - we'll
work with your schedule Please call
Scott at 419-824-5819
Bislro Wasabi hiring servers, bussers & hostesses. Apply in person.
3150 Chappel Dr Levis Commons.
Perrysburg OH 43551
Childcare in my home, a lew hrs./day
2 lo 3 days/week Child is school age
perfect lor college student, ret req.,
own Iransp , great pay lor right person 419-807-8154

Do you have what il takes to
assist individuals with
MR/DO with daily living?
II you are a fun. energetic, and caring person and are interested in a
full-time . part-time, or sub Residential Asslslanl position we invite you
lo attend a Job Fair hosted by
Wood Lane Residenlial Services.
Inc 541 Pearl St Bowling Green
on October 16, 2007 from
4:00p.m.-6:00pm.
Hope to see you there!

Help Wanted

For Rent

Servers needed at Cucma di Betto
121 S. Main. BG. Apply in person
Mon thru Thurs . 4-9pm No calls
please

3 bdrm house & apt. on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239

Earn S800-S3200 a month to dnve
brand new cars with ads placed on
them, www AdCarClub com
For Rent
" Avail now Rooms S225 mo 4
bdrm Iree internet cartyrentals com
Call 419-3530325

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
8 25' TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www buckeyemnandstudios com

1 bdrm apt lor sublease, in Hrllsdale
1st month's rent is Iree
Call 419-656-8268

Furn. room. TV, freedom ot house.
W/D. clean & quiet S300 mo 5100
dep No other bills. 419-354-6117.
Larry

2 subleasers needed 2 large bedrooms N Enterprise St Please call
419-7044923

Roommate wanted 3 bdrm home
has 1 bdrm avail Newly remodeled
S360 . 1(3 utll 419-260-0531

Point of Pride...
The University's Jerome
Library is home to three
nationally prominent special
collections: the Browne
Popular Culture Collection,
the Historical Collections
of the Great Lakes and the
Sound Recordings Archives.

/^/irage, ^lory\
113 Railroad St.
(Next to Kinko's)

1'/? Blocks From Campus

419-354-2016

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:
Studios. Irom $309
Bedrooms: Irom $435

Now Doing Acrylic &
Fiberglass Nails

Full Set $25
Balance: SI5
C A, Pelt Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance Patio
Short Term Leases Avail

Manicure/Pedicure S35
Prices good until
Nov. I 5th
(services done by Char)

Ms
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

419-35?-7691

Gedarfant

SUMMER SEASON

2 0 0 8

AUDITIONS

Now hiring dancers. No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 alter 8 pm

Email:

Available Second Semester
2 or t bdrm at 800 Third St.
Call 419-354-9740

FAICOM

^FACTS

Downtown apt . 2 bdrms w/ balcony
Available immediately S550 ♦ util
Call 419-494-4677

08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals com
S5 WEB/call 419-353-0325

Specials:
Employment Specialist - Develop
and maintain relationships with community businesses lor the purpose ol
individual/group |ob placement and
contract procurement. Bachelor's
Degree in Special Education, Social
Work, or closely related field; two
years experience in the Held ol MR/
DD or related lield In lieu ol related
degree, must have a minimum two
years direct paid sales/marketing
Full-time position Salary $36,065 00
$41,065.00 based upon experience
Application packet may be obtained
Irom Wood County Board ol MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowling Green. Ent B Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:00pm Application deadline 10/18/07. E.O.E.

Scorekeepers $5.25 per game
Officials $13.00 per game

bgper io n n* lijptogo h io org

Fungus structures
Confirmation
Fencing maneuver
Modify
Prod lightly
Prevail upon
MD athlete
Old Norse character
Flux"
Female rabbit
Bygone Eur. realm

ANSWERS

1 6
r.
i
i N i
r. V :i

^Technical
Interviews
For information:

CtedarPbinfctom

Phone:

www.bgohlo.ort

Within the law
Heavy nails
Romps
Pretentious people
Exclude
Capacious coffeepot
Madrid Mrs,
Ainng
Flush
Pointed arch
Sailor's drink
Maine college town
Plant with fronds
Dueling sword
Corral again

a

Now Hiring Adult Basketball Officials * Scoraksaparm
The city of Bowling Greens Parks & Recreation Department is seeking individuals
for adult basketball and scorekeeping positions Games will take place on Tuesday.
Wednesday and Thursday evenings Positions are temporary, part-time and without
fringe benifils Applications are available though the City's Personnel Department MonFn 8am-4 30pm at 304 N Church Street, Bowling Green. Ohio

NAJMN*

Do perfectly
Caen's nver
Spurs into action
Contented sigh
Deepens a waterway
Matured
Cubs great Santo
Words of comprehension
Fortnight components
Flush
Words of approval
Twyla Tharp forte
Wrapped up
Intend
Satirist Silverstein
Flush
Educates
Clenched hand
Easy gait
Sentry's command
Tax grp.
Fountain choice
Discusses work
Competent
Van
, CA
Slovenly person
Veracruz change
Backer

n

CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
Parks and Recreation Department

(419) 354 6229
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ENTERTAINMENT

419-627-2388

THE CITY OF BOWL'NG GRUN IS
AN EOUAlOPPORIUNiTY EMPLOYER AA

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717

•

445 I. Wooster, Bowling (.reen. OH 43412

• www.greenbriarrentals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™
l

i2faht Octobe.12.200?

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Who to blame for teem
bootcamp death
BySuMnn.hA.N»,mlth
MCT

PANAMA CITY, I la. - The case
against eight former hoot-camp
employees charged with letting a 14-year-old die is more
complicated than a videotape
of cops beating a hoy until he
falls into a coma and later dies.
In fact, the punches and kicks
Martin Lee Anderson suffered
for almost 30 minutes, recorded
on the tape, have little to do
with the case against the seven
former guards and a nurse.
Why? The jury has heard
repeatedly that the blows had
little or nothing to do with
Anderson's death.
Instead, the prosecution is
relying on complicated and
conflicting medical theories
to explain why the guards
and the nurse arc to blame for
Anderson's death. And their
key theory is so novel, all the

FOOD
From Paqe 3
stores are not subsidized by the
University; only the money gen
erated from their sales is used to
run the stores.
According to linan and Maley,

BOX CITY
From Paqe 3
while doing so."
Some participants, such as
senior Daniel Richardson, don't
only attend to support I labitat and
it's overall cause, but also for the
friendly competition and spending time with friends.
"I've attended for two years now
and it's like a sleepover in a box,"
Richardson said.
Richardson does not believe the
purpose of the event is to simulate everything a homeless person
would have to go through, especially since bomelessness is usually associated with suffering.
"The basic principle to me is to
know what it's like to not have a
home," he said. "You're not supposed to suffer, if that was the
purpose of the event. I don't see
why people would attend."
Other participants, such as
Terry Streetman. senior, hopes
many people will come despite
what the weather has in store for
the weekend.
"I've been going for four years

experts agree no one has ever
come up with it before "in the
history of the world."
Hut even the Tampa medical
examiner who came up with
the theory, Dr. Vernard Adams,
acknowledged during trial that
science has never recorded
a previous case of death by
ammonia capsule. I leexplained
that his theory was the first of
its kind — even though ammonia capsules have been used for
generations — because no one
has ever used ammonia as often
or for as long as the guards did
in handling Anderson.
The defense claimed that
Adams was pressured to come
up with a reason for Anderson's
death that implicated the Hay
(iounty guards because the first
autopsy, done in Hay County,
found Anderson died ol sicklecell trait.
The genetic condition is normally benign, and can only be

"We agree with Latta that
personal information has no
business in this campaign,"
Banks said.
Latta, who is running against
Buehrer in the Republican primary for the 5th district congressional special election, said
this was the latest step in a campaign that has grown increasingly hostile.
TheOhio Election Commission
is currently investigating Latta's
complaint that Buehrer's campaign hasbeen circulatinginformation from a Washingtonbased political action committee, Club for Growth, that distorts his voting record on 1998
state tax increase.
"I've never been through a
campaign like this before,"
Latta said, describing the negative attacks.
Buehrer and Latta are currently competing for the
Republican nomination in the
race to replace the Late U.S.
Representative Paul Gillmor, RTiffin, who died in September.
The two will face-off in the
primary election scheduled for
Nov. 6.

Study says moderates outnumber liberals
By Jtiu Cohan
U-WIRE

inherited by black people. With
the videotape being played on
the news all over the country,
politicians were eager to find
something besides being black
to blame for Anderson's death,
the defense has argued.
The defense also presented its
own expert to dispute Adams'
theory, and has put each of
the defendants on the stand to
explain exactly why they never
thought what they were doing to
Anderson would hurt him.
bach said they thought
Anderson was faking an illness
in order to avoid exercise and
thai they had seen dozens of
previous inmates try the same
thing.
The main evidence against the
guards and the nurse: Dr. Adams'
theory of suffocation linked to
the use of the ammonia capsules, which he said would have
killed anyone, with or without
sickle-cell trait.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — A recent
study of the political leanings of
college professors reports that
moderates outnumber liberals
by a small margin among college faculties. The study also
showed conservatives are in the
minority of professors.
Presented at a Harvard
University symposium Saturday,
the findings are based on one
of the most extensive surveys of
the political opinions of college
faculty, according to Assistant
Professor of SociologyNeilGross,
who co-authored the study.
The report found that contrary to popular belief, liberals
do not make up the largest group
of college professors.
Moderates are the most represented political group amongst
faculty in higher education.
Gross and co-author Solon
Simmons, a professor at George
Mason Dniversity.analyzed 1.417

Chily's will soon he undergoing
more changes in addition to the
walk-in freezers that were built
earlier this year.
Chily's will soon be adding a
separate section for vegan cuisine as well as potentially adding doughnuts in the morning
and wraps from t be IK ISUb Shop
situated next door.
now because it's a good cause, it's
a lot of fun, and it brings attention to a serious issue," he said.
"Attendance really depends on the
weather but in the past, people
have survived 25 degree weather,
so it should be okay."
Schwab also hopes the weather
will work in their favor for assimilating bomelessness.
"liven though we're scared by
the weather and nervous about
the turnout, we hope people will
still bring out their sleeping bags
and have a good time, Schwab
said.
Amy Coyle, Box City chair said
tlKevent isn't limited to University
students.
"People who have attended
in the past usually bring their
friends, even if they don't go here.
It's a great event to raise awareness from another viewpoint and
seeing the cause from a new perspective," she said.
The whole event will start
tomorrow at 3 p.m. and continue
until 9 a.m. on Sunday at Mac
Beach. Studentscan pay in cash or
check at the event or at the tables
in the Union with a BGI card up
until the event starts.

LATTA
From Page 1

Moderate professors
full-time professors' responses
through a detailed survey containing over 100 questions about
their social and political beliefs.
Responses were gathered from
4-year institutions as well as
community colleges.
This expansive data set
allowed the researchers to
make more rigorous conclusions as compared to similar
studies undertaken during the
1970s.
"Our view is that much of the
work that was done during this
period was really politically
motivated. It was designed to
highlight the political liberalism of professors," Gross said.
"Our study is more methodologically rigorous and our
aims are different."
The new study's conclusion
was unexpected, according
to Gross, who pointed to the
common perception that professors are "not only liberal,
but many are quite radical in
their beliefs."
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7. The 7:30am walk to class in the rain is
a lot better with a soundtrack.
True

^> False

Move to your own music with a new BlackBerry' oi Nokia music
phone. Or check out our great deals on other devices at 1027 N Mam
St. in Bowling Green and switch to the largest digital voice and data
network in America.

/,<•</< Kr.ibip /<• communicating to people their

worth andpotentialoo clearly tbal they come
lo.iee il in tbem.ietnv.
Stephen Covcv
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Phi Mu Presents:

AT&T EXCLUSIVE

BUY ONE FOR

$4999
GET ONE

$14999

FREE

after S50 mad-in refiaT.
BlackBerry- $39.99 ot hlglw
unlimited data rate plan plus
an AT&T vo.ee Plan ol $3999
or mgher

after $50 mait-in rebate with
Mtdia "/messaging feature package
purchase and 2-year wireless

service agreement

A philanthropy benefltting Children's Miricle Network

Tomorrow
Olscamp I I I
Starting at 5 p.m.

NOKIA 6555 BLACK
Advanced music player
with album art
Ultra-fast speeds

BLACKBERRY

PEARL'"

GPS capable
Access personal ana
business email

Join Us For The Fun!
d>M
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at&t

The new

CALL 1.866.MOBILITY - CLICK ATT.COM/WIRELESS - C'MON IN TO A STORE
fENING RIDE ON THE
MMSIURI
1027 N Main St. in Bowling Green, OH. 43402
(Less than 2 miles from campus), (419) 352-6270

BEWARE OF WHAT LURKS IN THE

ii u \TKi> I:\I.IU: HOI si
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
• 11PM

Take I-75 South to Exit 161, turn left at overpass,
look for us on your left side before Findlay Ford.
419-423-2995
www.nworrp.org/haunted

" AT&T also Imposes monthly a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge of up to $1.25 to help defray costs Incurred In complying with State and Federal telecom regulation;
State and Federal Universal Service charges; and surcharges for customer-based and revenue-based state and local assessments on AT&T. These are not taxes or
government-required charges.
Offer available on select phones. Limited-time offer. Coverage not available in all areas. The network covers over 273 million people. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See
contract and rate plan brochure (or details Subscriber must live and have a mailing address within Mil's owned wireless network coverage area. Up to $36 activation tee applies. Equipment
price and availability may vary by market and may not be available from independent retailers. Early Termination Fee: None if cancelled in the first 30 days, thereafter S1T5. Some agents
impose additional lees Unlimited voke services: Unlimited voice services are provided solely lor Irve dialog between two Individuals Oftnet Usage: If your minutes ot use (Including
unlimited services) on other carriers' networks ("offnet usage! during airy two consecutive months eweed your oftnet usage allowance, AT&T may at its option terminate your service, deny
your continued use ol other earners' coverage, or change your plan to one imposing usage charges tot offnet usage Your offnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser ot 750 minutes or 40%
ol the Anytime minutes included with your plan (data oftnet usage allowance is the lesser of 6 megabytes or 20% of the kilobytes included with your plan) Rebate Debit Card: BlackBerry
Pearl price before mail-in rebate card with a 539.99 or higher BlackBerry unlimited data rale plan and with a S39 99 or higher AT&T voice Plan ts $219.99 The black Nokia 6555 prices before
mail-in rebate debrt card with Mldia/messagmg feature package purchase and with 2-year wireless service agreement per phone are $119.99 and $69.99, respectively. Minimum $4.99
MEdia/messaqing feature package purchase required. Allow 10-12 weeks lor fulfillment Card may be used only in the US and Is valid for 120 days after issuance date but is not redeemable
for cash and cannot be used lor cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps Card request must be posiinarked by 12/3/07; you must be a customer for 30 consecutive da>; to
receive card- Sales tax calculated based on price of activated equipment Certain email systems may require additional hardware and/or software to access Service provided by AT&T
Mobility C2007 AT&T Knowledge Ventures All rights reserved AT&T and the AT&T logo are trademarks ol AT&T Knowledge ventures and/or AT&T affiliated companies.

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT!
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